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You know the convenience of 
using GIB® Services. But do 
you know how much value 
these services add to your 
bottom line? 

GIB® Services help improve your on-site productivity 

and can reduce your costs though efficiencies, less 

waste and damaged board and fewer injuries. Our 

technical support can help to find the most efficient 

and cost effective system for your needs and if 

questions arise in design or on-site, we get you 

answers you can trust, quickly, to help keep your 

project on track.

When comparing costs, factor in the benefits and 

added value from technical support to delivery 

services that save your project time and money.

Technical Support Services

With comprehensive technical information always at 

hand and a professional team of hugely experienced 

builders and building engineering experts available 

by phone, online or face-to-face, you’ll always get the 

right information when you need it. 

 — Quick answers save you time. GIB® technical 

literature and manuals provide robust, accurate 

and logically organised information making it easy 

to find what you’re looking for.

 — We support your wider consultant team. Our 

GIB® Technical Support team will provide direct, 

specific and localised design advice.

 — Save time using GIB® CAD and BIM details. 

For accurate, engineered solutions that avoid 

unnecessary risks in detailing from first principles.

 — Reduce the risk of on-site problems. Rely on 

our GIB® Technical Support team to assess and 

make recommendations for the best solution 

regarding our system.

 — Developed for New Zealand codes and 

conditions. Have peace of mind that you can trust 

the systems will perform as claimed and designed.
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Customised Delivery Services

Commercial sites require a range of delivery solutions 

and our award winning team will find the most 

efficient delivery service for your project. Delivery can 

be coordinated with crane schedules on large sites 

and special packaging such as shrink wrapping and/

or strapping can also be arranged. 

DELIVERY NATIONWIDE
Freight-into-Store is where product is delivered to a 

customer merchant store.

DELIVERED TO SITE SERVICE 
Delivered directly to a building site address (Auckland, 
Hamilton, Tauranga, Wellington, Christchurch only).

— Save time and money. Our experienced logistics 

mean we always have stock available, fewer 

delays and efficient programming of plasterboard 

deliveries.

 — Minimise failed delivery costs. Free site 

inspections are available to ensure site is 

plasterboard-ready so you’re not paying for 

additional or unnecessary services.

 — Keep your builders building, not moving 

plasterboard. Our experienced delivery team will 

ensure that your GIB® plasterboard is unloaded, 

carried to the right floor and split into room lots 

as required**.

 — We’ll replace damaged board at our cost, if 

damaged during delivery. Using our delivery 

team takes the risk out of damaging the product 

when moving it around site. 

 — Less risk of expensive downtime. Use our 

experienced delivery team to carry plasterboard 

around the site allowing your team to stay safe and 

keep on task.

*Subject to some order conditions.
**Some conditions and additional charges may apply.

WAYNE STEVENS, OWNER, INTERIOR 
PLASTER SERVICES, CHRISTCHURCH
"DTS is much quicker for us and saves us money, 

definitely. We just have one guy to work with 

DTS, and our other guys carry on. If we’ve got 

to bring guys in ourselves to deal with moving 

the plasterboard, it adds a lot of complication 

and cost with having extra guys there. For our 

commercial jobs, the DTS guys turn up a couple 

days before for a site check, so they already know 

what they are in for. It just helps everything run 

more smoothly."

Case study: Delivered to Site Service
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BRYCE SCUDDER, ARCHITECTURAL 
TECHNICIAN, WARREN AND MAHONEY, 
QUEENSTOWN
Architects and designers need to have a broad 

knowledge of a wide range of technical issues 

within buildings; but we can’t be experts on 

everything. When dealing with linings and wall 

systems, the knowledge of the GIB® team 

provides a level of expertise that allows us to detail 

and specify with confidence. Commercial projects 

always bring up a number of unique and often 

tricky situations, so when we are not sure about a 

specific detail, particularly something as important 

as a fire resistance system, it’s great having that 

backstop of the GIB® team to check with.

I recently emailed the GIB® Helpline with a query 

about detailing a GIB® Fire System. We discussed 

similar details that they had previously advised 

on and they talked me through a few options of 

how best to amend this particular detail without 

being proscriptive. Having a few ways of getting 

to a solution as opposed to being constrained to 

a single fix is very helpful. There is a real sense 

of practicality in their advice; with the fire detail I 

was checking, they asked me if I had allowed for 

tolerance on site. Having that sense of buildability 

on site as opposed to what’s drawn on a page 

proved invaluable.

Case study: Technical support

Trustpower offices, designed by Warren and Mahoney
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Extensive internal quality control and leading 

edge technology ensures GIB® plasterboard and 

accessories offer proven reliability. 

 — Clean score and snap. Means cleaner cuts and 

better edges. 

 — Quicker installation. Easy screw bedding and 

excellent uniformity mean a consistent, quality 

finish and less need for rework or additional 

plastering.

 — Efficiency in installation. Subbies are on site for 

less time, freeing up workspaces and saving you 

money in delays or damage. 

 — Less wastage. Low edge breakout and damage 

in GIB® plasterboard.

 — Less risk of damage. Great flexibility means easy 

sheet manoeuvrability. 

 — Fewer callbacks. GIB® plasterboard is strong and 

rigid with low sag meaning easy sheet lifting and 

flat ceilings. 

PLASTERBOARD MADE HERE 

We supply merchants from our plasterboard 

manufacturing bases in Auckland, Christchurch and 

our warehouse in Wellington. We keep sufficient stock 

at all times to ensure we can meet demand.

— Fewer delays. Our wide range of stock lengths 

     are available as and when needed.
— Nationwide delivery. Local plasterboard  

     manufacturing and warehousing allows nationwide

     delivery for all GIB® products.

— Keeping jobs here. Supporting New Zealand 

 businesses, jobs and local plasterboard 

 manufacturing.

Consistent product quality means efficiency in installation

CUT TO LENGTH
Order your plasterboard to the specific length you 

need*. Customising board lengths to stud heights 

or wall lengths can result in significant labour 

savings through less cutting, stopping and waste. 

 — Faster installation. Less on-site handling, 

material savings and improved quality of finish 

due to fewer joins. 

 — Less waste. Save labour in disposal and cost 

in dumping, as well as being good for the 

environment. 

*Some conditions apply, including minimum order quantities
and lead times.



FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

gib.co.nz
OR CALL THE GIB® HELPLINE

0800 100 442

Demonstrated Value

The GIB® Commercial Services combined, provide 

significant savings in materials, time and hassle, 

reducing the risk of things going wrong on-site. By 

using the GIB® Commercial Services the obligation 

for delivery in-full, on-time and to your specifications 

becomes our worry, one that we take on daily and 

have worked hard to get right.

So next time you’re planning to order GIB® 

plasterboard and accessories, why not let us take 

care of the hassle. Talk to your merchant when 

ordering, call your local GIB® Area Sales Manager 

or call the GIB® Technical Support team on  

0800 100 442 for more information.

Based on the supply of GIB® plasterboard to a 12 level commercial site in Auckland.
* GIB® Delivered to Site services are chargeable as indicated.
** Estimated costs associated with building contractor arranging services.

$150,000.00

$160,000.00

$170,000.00

$190,000.00

$180,000.00

$200,000.00

$210,000.00 Cut to length

Delivery damage

Deliver to room

Hiab costs

Plasterboard

Contractor 
Arranging Services**

Using GIB® 
Commercial Services*

POTENTIAL VALUE THROUGH USE OF GIB® COMMERCIAL SERVICES




